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Dear Colleagues and Partners,
The ADI team joins me in wishing you and your teams
our best wishes for a Happy New Year, good health and
every success for our business.
The year 2021 which has just ended has brought
us its share of new developments, rewards and
disappointments.
Among the new developments, a major change for
ADI: after 47 years of total commitment and vital
contribution, Omer Wesemael has passed on the torch
-  and his pen   - to Manuel Van Royen: I would like
to thank Omer once again for the work accomplished
and encourage Manuel and the whole team in their
continuation of the same.

😊

In terms of satisfaction, I would like to highlight
the good, very good and sometimes exceptional
performance of our members in their respective
markets. Admittedly, IAM has rebounded globally in
2021 and thus confirmed its resilience, but in many
cases, we are doing much better than the markets in
which we operate. This is due to the individual quality
of our members and their teams, their constant
concern for their customers and the quality of the
service provided, the permanent investments they
make in their commercial and logistics assets and in
their stocks, in order to maintain excellent product
availability, despite increasingly sensitive supply
difficulties.
This will translate into a record year in our purchases
from our supplier partners, which will, I hope, bring
them a measure of comfort in a year when they will still
be sorely lacking in first-time volumes and will support
their idea that: «Betting on ADI is the right choice…».
Among the disappointments, despite all our efforts
(citizens and governments), we have still not rid ourselves
of this virus that is disrupting our daily lives and our
economic activity. Let us remain hopeful, nevertheless.
We are also saddened by the departure of our colleague
from Ireland who has chosen to sell his capital and thus
«mechanically» joined another ITG. Likewise, in their
North American merger, our colleagues from PRONTO
with whom we founded 1PARTS have decided to join
their new partner’s ITG.
We know that, at a time of consolidation in our markets,
takeovers and mergers are likely to occur and impact
our ADI community and see the departure of some
colleagues with whom we have formed friendships.
Conversely, we have already had the pleasure of
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ADI Contract suppliers in this edition.
welcoming new colleagues from other backgrounds, as
has happened recently following the expansion of our
associate AD Adria/CIAK Group.
In any case, our common mission, and particularly that
of our Board and the ADI team, is to move forward,
to explore new geographical horizons, to strengthen
ourselves in certain professions in order to continue
to build a strong ADI, an interlocutor recognized by all
IAM stakeholders for its economic weight, its driving
role in the development of independent repair, its
ability to meet its commitments (say what we do, do
what we say) and to maintain relationships which are
admittedly demanding but also warm and caring with
everyone.

AD International’s supplier portfolio counts more than
40 leading parts manufacturers, all with OE pedigree
(more information on ADI or its contract suppliers on
www.ad-europe.com).
Each ADI Newsletter (including the electronic version
AD Flash) will contain fresh content from our contract
suppliers. Their aim is to provide you with information
on their companies and product range, and their role
in our and your businesses or in the automotive aftermarket in general.
ADI Contract suppliers in this edition:

We are working on that.
You can count on us.
Happy New Year 2022!
Stéphane Antiglio
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MARKETING
ACC E L E R AT I O N
D AYS
On 21 & 22 October around 80 marketing experts from the automotive
parts industry and the ADI partners attended the presentation of
ADI’s marketing and communication program and a detailed exposé
on Eure!Car. At the same occasion Manuel Van Royen, CEO of AD
International, gave an insight in ADI’s road map for electrical vehicles.
The Intercontinental hotel in Lyon was the superb setting for
the Marketing Acceleration Days.

Marketing Director Petra Vanfroyenhoven presenting ADI’s media plan for 2022

All participants enjoying a nice dinner cruise on the Saône and Rhone.

On Friday the participants visited Institut AD, the training center of
Autodistribution France, located in Chaponnay, near Lyon.

Mr. Olivier Helore, in charge of the Commercial Development of Technical Parts
and Services at Autodistribution, explained the functioning of Institut AD during
one of the workshops.

The participants also visited the warehouse of Cora, an
Autodistribution company, French leader in the distribution
of multi-brand bodywork parts. Today, Cora Automobile
supplies within one day throughout France to more than
15,000 automotive professionals.
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Under a bright October sun, the Marketing Acceleration Days ended with
a bite and drink at one of the foodtrucks.

Spark Plug Info

New Bosch EVO spark plug – robust
design protects against mega knocking

NEW!

The resilient Bosch EVO spark plug is particularly suitable for the extreme
demands of turbocharged gasoline direct-injection engines
creased resistance to mega knocking
and a higher dielectric strength
exceeding 45 kV. Thanks to its increased head bending strength and
gas tightness, this spark plug is less
sensitive at the installation and even
copes with repeated installation and
removal. Important: Due to the oriented ground electrode, the specified
torque must be observed for the installation. In this way, proper positioning
within the combustion chamber and gas
tightness are ensured.
BOSCH EVO: HIGH WEAR RESISTANCE AND A LONG SERVICE LIFE
BOSCH EVO: ROBUST SPARK PLUG
FOR MODERN ENGINES
The latest generation of turbocharged
gasoline
direct-injection
engines
place particularly high demands concerning thermal, electrical and mechanical robustness as well as reliability on spark plugs – throughout their
whole service life.
These highly developed engines can
experience extreme knocking, so-

called mega knocking. This self ignition
is not triggered by the ignition timing but
caused by unburnt fuel residues or tiny
particles contained in returned gases.
Mega knocking can result in extreme
pressure build-up and even in engine
damage if it occurs in case of an incorrect piston position.
The Bosch EVO spark plug is thus
particularly robust – thermomechanically, mechanically and electrically. Its
improved insulator design ensures in-

The service life of the Bosch EVO spark
plug was increased simultaneously
with its wear resistance. An iridium
pin on the center electrode and a
platinum plate at the ground electrode
are design features efficiently reducing electrode wear. Furthermore, the
corrosion protection has also been improved by nickel-plating the thread and
housing with a special procedure developed by Bosch.

Bosch EVO: particularly robust spark plug for turbocharged gasoline direct-injection engines
Long service life
Increased wear resistance
thanks to reduced electrode
wear (iridium pin at the center
electrode and a platinum plate
at the ground electrode)

Improved corrosion protection
thanks to a special nickel-plating process for
thread and housing developed by Bosch

Electrical robustness
Improved dielectric strength
(> 45 kV) thanks to optimized
insulator design
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Steering You
Through Life

with febi Steering & Suspension
Life is like an exciting journey.

To assure you are safe and comfortable along this journey, it is
important to have a reliable partner; one that understands
the path ahead and leads you with confidence and
precision, wherever life may take you.

Trust febi Steering & Suspension parts!
Right Range - febi provides one of the widest steering and
suspension ranges with more than 10,000 articles to cover
all popular European and Asian vehicle types. In addition,

due to a Fast to Market approach, febi maintains constant
research and development to ensure it provides the right
parts at the right time.

Highest Quality - febi is a byword for steering and

suspension products that satisfy the highest levels of

manufacturing quality and installation reliability. With OE

matching quality and intensive testing, febi guarantees that
the products inside the box are of the finest standard.

Matching to OE - steering parts from febi precisely match the

OE specification without any modifications to the intended and
original design. This ensures that febi products are exactly as
created by the vehicle manufacturer, providing a full level of
comfort and safety to the vehicle owner.

Your No. 1 for Steering & Suspension

Scan the QR code to
watch the febi “Steering
You Through Life” film or
visit steering.febi.com

SOLUTIONS
MADE IN GERMANY
www.febi.com
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N E W WA R E H O U S E O P E N E D
BY A D R U S S I A
AD Russia is proud to announce
the opening of a new warehouse dedicated
to its “Miles” private Brand

RUSSIA

The opening of a new warehouse storing
MILES products took place in a newly
constructed 7 000 square meters complex
on October 7 - 2021, an important and
long-awaited event for AD Russia.

Constant increase in sales volumes (100% sales growth in 2021
over 2020) has resulted in the new warehouse launching in “Trilogy
Park Tomilino” , a modern “A” Class logistic park close to Moscow
city. Storage facilities meet the highest international standards,
are equipped with high-tech infrastructure and provide convenient
access. Warehouse operations are controlled by an automated system
and video surveillance as well.

10 distribution gates allow implementing shipments promptly. A new
quality control laboratory for testing products has opened in the site.
To date more than 200 pallets are shipped daily. Every hour over 3000
product-units are completed.
As a result of the new warehouse opening, improved storage and
logistics processes have allowed a considerable growth of both
efficiency and accuracy despite increasing and disturbing up-stream
supply chain disruptions.
With the commissioning of the new logistic complex, AD Russia
is increasing organizational and technological efficiency. This is a
noticeable step forward in the further development of the “MILES”
Brand in Russia.
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T H E R O L E O F 12 V O LT
B AT T E R I E S I N
ELECTRIC VEHICLES

When the main battery of an electric car fails,
the 12 Volt battery steps in to support
the electrical consumers and systems.

The role of lead-acid batteries in electric vehicles
Have you ever wondered what happens when the lithium-ion battery
in a modern electric or hybrid electric vehicle stops working? Look
under the bonnet and you will find your answer. Alongside the high
voltage lithium-ion traction battery you might find a second one:
A 12 Volt battery acting as a second power source to ensure the
uninterrupted function of safety critical systems, in case of a traction
battery failure, but also key off-loads like the central locking system.
Car drivers today find that more and more comfort and safety features
like lane assist, front assist or the proactive occupant protection are
handled by onboard smart systems. The same goes for the majority of
the car's monitoring functions which are also operated by automatic
control systems. This in turn increases the need for a reliable, highperformance power supply. VARTA Silver Dynamic AGM and Blue
Dynamic EFB batteries have proven their reliability in this regard for
years, making them the perfect companion in supporting the 12 Volt
electrical system of electric or hybrid electric vehicles.

This is where already proven solutions like AGM and EFB play to their
strengths. They step in when the high voltage battery fails or switches
off, to lock and unlock the car and also serve as an additional power
supply to buffer the electrical system. They ensure that important
safety functions such as ABS and ESP are working at all times. AGM
and EFB batteries are far from being obsolete. Their construction and
behavior as well as their lack of electronics make them a reliable and
robust power source.

Old but not old-fashioned
Lithium-ion batteries are considered the successor for lead-acid
technology when it comes to the drivetrain of electric or hybrid
electric vehicles. However, they are not as inherently robust as other
rechargeable technologies and require continuous monitoring.
Lithium-ion cells need protection from being overcharged and deep
discharge. Additionally, they need to have the voltage maintained
within safe limits, making a special protection circuitry mandatory. A
further aspect of the protection circuitry is that the cell temperature
needs to be monitored to detect and avoid critical malfunctions.
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The VARTA 12 Volt battery portfolio is ready to support both today's
as well as future electric vehicles. They have sufficient spare capacity
to reliably supply future consumers too. Our VARTA batteries deliver
energy for crucial safety systems, comfort features and fuel-saving
functions. Today and tomorrow.
Learn more about the VARTA products here:
https://www.varta-automotive.com/en-gb/products

H1: OSR AM - DRIVER OF
I N N O VAT I O N
OSRAM has been turning night
into day for over 110 years. As the
leading supplier for the automotive lighting market with
a reputation for pioneering innovation and high-quality
German engineering, the lighting manufacturer has recently
launched new additions to the performance portfolio.

H2: OSRAM NIGHT BREAKER® H7-LED
Customer safety has always been a core focus for OSRAM, so it’s no
surprise that the latest proof of OSRAM’s pioneering spirit is the
first street-legal retrofit LED lamp: The NIGHT BREAKER® H7-LED1. It
impresses with up to 220% more brightness2 and up to 5 times more
lifetime.3 The on-road use of H7-LED replacement lamps had long been
prohibited by road authorities. While the rest of the industry resigned
themselves to this fact, OSRAM was determined to bring the improved
technology of H7-LED to more motorists.

H2: OSRAM takes their halogen portfolio to the next level
Besides LED innovation, OSRAM has also pushed their halogen
portfolio to the next level with the NIGHT BREAKER® 200. This
is by far the most powerful halogen headlight OSRAM has ever
produced – with up to 200% more brightness than the minimum
legal standard.5 Drivers see better and farther into the distance,
allowing them to recognize and react to signs and obstacles sooner,
before they become a threat to safety. Considering that millions of
Europeans rely on halogen-fitted cars, you can see why this little
lamp is such a big deal for the automotive service industry.
OSRAM’s history of innovation and reputation for quality has made
them the preferred lighting partner for so many car drivers. However,
the most impressive features of OSRAM are those you can’t see: features
like increased customer satisfaction, more trust and an enhanced
business reputation. You can depend on the lighting manufacturer
to deliver dedicated point-of-sale, training and advertising
materials for workshops to strengthen their day-to-day business
when consulting end customers. If you want to find out more, visit
www.osram.com/am/

Together with German official authorities, photometric
measurements were carried out on real headlights to determine
whether LED replacement lamps are compatible with sufficient
existing vehicle models. Based on this result, it became clear that
a large proportion of the vehicles comply with the ECE R112 glare
values – which corresponds to a market coverage of 80%. This
paved the way for OSRAM to produce the first LED replacement lamp
approved for use on German roads. After this important milestone,
approval was also granted in Austria and Croatia. More markets are
about to follow which brings a promising business opportunity.
The NIGHT BREAKER® LED is currently compatible with many popular
vehicles such as the BMW 2 Series or Audi A3 and A4 or Ford Mondeo
among others… and the list is growing. The installation though is
recommended to be done by an automotive specialist. In order to
strengthen garages, OSRAM offer up to five years of guarantee to the
end customer if the H7-LED has been installed in a workshop.4 The list
of approved countries and a compatible vehicle list can be found at
www.osram.de/ledcheck

Legal Disclaimers:
1 Only applies to the respective countries in which there is approval and the vehicle
models and light functions currently listed in the compatibility list. Exact conditions visit
www.osram.de/ledcheck.
2 Compared to minimum EXE R112. On top with 50% less glare
3 Compared to halogen lamps
4 With online product registration. Refer to www.osram.com/garage-guarantee for precise
conditions and registration
5 Halogen (200%/150%/100%): Compared to minimum ECE R112/R37 requirements
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T H E F I R S T C A R AT M E S S E D I G I TA L
CREATIVE, INNOVATIVE AND SUCCESSFUL
A change from usual, but just as informative and auspicious – this is how CARAT Messe Digital
presented itself from 1 to 7 October 2021.

There was plenty going on at the digital CARAT Trade Fair. With
about 10,000 fair visitors, the Mannheim-based partnership
welcomed a good half of the visitors expected at the live trade fair
in Essen which had actually been planned for this year. The first
day of the fair and the following weekend alone saw over 3000
visitors in the virtual exhibition halls.

Good to know!
For all interested parties who did not manage to attend the CARAT
Messe Digital live: the extensive media library with all the videos
will remain available until the end of the year at https://vimeo.
com/showcase/8843793.

Over 100 exhibitors presented themselves on the platform with
individual digital exhibition stands. When visiting an online stand,
flashing circles showed which content and information were
available. In addition, there was the option of communicating
directly with the exhibitors via a chat system. This could not replace
the direct contact of a real-life visit to a trade fair, of course, but in
Corona times it was demonstrated that there are other good ways
of communicating as well.
At the exhibitors’ virtual stands, visitors could obtain comprehensive
information about various topics. Thus, in addition to the suppliers’
product presentations, a lot of fascinating information and
innovations from CARAT were also to be found, for example concerning
the DRIVEMOTIVE workshop portal and the webELEKAT4.0 workshop
software. The live demonstration of new products was compensated
by videos made specifically for the CARAT Messe Digital which were,
and still are, available in a media library.

Although the CARAT Group’s digital trade fair format this year can
be seen as a complete success, a digital trade fair does not replace
the spirit of a physical event. It can, however, be seen as a useful
addition to a live trade fair. Therefore, CARAT is already looking
forward to the next trade fair, which will take place from 7 - 9
October 2022 and is planned as a hybrid trade fair. It is to take
place simultaneously online and at the ad-CARGO logistics centre
of CARAT in Castrop-Rauxel.
A major trade fair hit with special offers from all the product For more info, please contact Thomas Wolpert ranges, conveniently available to order via the trade fair shop, the thomas.wolpert@carat-gruppe.de
attractive incentive program and the numerous supplier bonuses
rounded off the digital trade fair experience for visitors. The special
offers from the hit trade remained valid until 31.10.2021.
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Z F O F F E R S B R O A D S PA R E
PA R T S P O R T F O L I O F O R
ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Public perception of electric vehicles is
often reduced to the electric drivetrain,
which is reliable and requires little
maintenance. But the brakes and chassis
systems of these cars are perhaps more
susceptible to damage and wear than conventional vehicles
due to the stresses exerted by the extra weight of the battery.
ZF Aftermarket supports automotive workshops working on
e-vehicles with an extensive range of spare parts under the
Lemförder, Sachs and TRW brands, with important additions.
Ten years ago, the Nissan Leaf was the first battery-powered volume
model on the market. But the breakthrough in sales of electric vehicles
didn’t come until 2020. Owners of electric cars will increasingly visit
independent garages in the future. ZF Aftermarket is the supplier of
choice because it not only offers an extensive range of spare parts for
Aftermarket supports independent workshops with a comprehensive range of
electric vehicles under its product portfolio of: Lemförder, Sachs and TRW ZF
spare parts for e-vehicles.
brands – but also high-voltage training under the ZF [pro]Tech initiative.
This is essential, because workshop employees are only allowed to work
repair cases. The range extends from the Nissan Leaf to the Tesla S and X
on these vehicles after the successful completion of such a training.
models. A special brake disc for the Tesla Model S is available under the
Chassis and brake noises are more annoying in e-cars
TRW brand and the low-noise brake pad branded TRW Electric Blue is
But how great is the need for maintenance and repair? After all, the suitable for practically all electric cars on the European market.
energy storage and drive technology of practically all e-cars have so ZF Aftermarket is set to expand its portfolio for electric cars even
far proven to be extremely durable and low-maintenance. Due to the further. For example, with the launch of suspension and steering
high mass of the traction battery being 300 to 500 kilograms heavier components for the VW ID.4, ID.3 and Skoda Enyaq models. ZF is also
than conventional vehicles of comparable size, significantly more an original equipment supplier for the Volkswagen electric models.
strain is put on springs, dampers and support joints. The high torque
of the electric motors also puts greater stress on the chassis parts and
increases tyre wear. Workshops should therefore take a close look at
the chassis of these vehicles.
And the brakes? Here, too little load is more likely to cause problems.
Because these vehicles decelerate electrically in many driving
situations, the service brakes are hardly used. As a result, the brake
discs can corrode and the pads glaze over. Because electric cars are
very quiet, owners quickly notice any rattling suspensions or grinding
brakes which limit driving comfort much more than with petrol or
diesel cars, because the engine drowns out these noises.

Low-noise brake pads for electric cars
With an extensive range of spare parts from the Lemförder (steering and
suspension components), Sachs (shock absorbers) and TRW (brakes)
brands, ZF Aftermarket supports automotive operations in many chassis

The low-noise brake pad TRW Electric Blue achieves market coverage of 92 percent
for hybrid and 97 percent for electric cars in Europe.
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F ERODO® INTRO DU CES FI RST AU TOM OT IV E
B R A KE PAD S TO B RI D G E G AP B ET WEEN
B R A KI NG PERFO RMAN CE AN D COM F ORT
Revolutionary FERODO Fuse+ Technology Pads Offer Top-Tier Stopping Power,
Longer Pad and Disc Life, Reduced Dusting and Certified OE Matching Quality
FERODO®, a preferred original equipment
(OE) brake products supplier for more
than 100 years, has introduced innovative
automotive brake pads to bridge the gap
between outstanding braking performance and high-end
comfort.
The new FERODO Fuse+ Technology brake pads, engineered and
manufactured exclusively in the brand’s class leading sites in Europe,
feature a highly advanced new friction material that combines the trusted,
high-performance braking power of low-steel formulations and the
comfort-intensive characteristics of non-asbestos organic (NAO) materials.

manufacturer to supply OE friction linings for a mass production car. In
1956 the brand introduced the world’s first disc brake pad. Today FERODO
product engineers continue to explore new material formulations, pad
designs and other innovations to address needs among the world’s
leading car manufacturers and workshop professionals.
The new technology also continues the brand’s heritage of bringing OE
braking technologies, quality and performance to the aftermarket. In
addition to being developed in the brand’s European OE R&D facility,
Fuse+ Technology brake pads are manufactured to OE standards in
Tenneco’s European production facilities.
FERODO Fuse+ Technology brake pads are available immediately
for almost 100 premium-level vehicle models from Europe’s premier
automakers, including Audi, BMW, Mercedes-Benz and Volkswagen.
Each set of pads is packaged complete with all required accessories to
ensure fast, easy installation.
To learn more about FERODO Fuse+ Technology
FERODO Fuse+ Technology brake pads are the result of more than brake pads, visit www.ferodo.com.
three years of intensive research and development at the FERODO
Tech Centre, Chapel-en-le-Frith, U.K. Fuse+ Technology pads
feature a unique combination of more than 20 precisely engineered
About Tenneco
components that work in concert to deliver unsurpassed braking
Tenneco is one of the world's leading designers,
performance, helping to lower the traditional drawbacks associated
manufacturers and marketers of automotive products for
with conventional materials. These new pads also include FERODO’s
original equipment and aftermarket customers, with full
exclusive zero-copper* Eco Friction Technology, which reduces dusting
year 2020 revenues of $15.4 billion and approximately
and cuts pad emissions by 60 percent.
73,000 team members working at more than 270 sites
“Fuse+ Technology marks the beginning of an entirely new era of
worldwide. Through our four business groups, Motorparts,
braking innovation on behalf of the professionals, racing teams and
Performance Solutions, Clean Air and Powertrain, Tenneco
consumers who rely on FERODO brake pads,” said David Coimbra,
is driving advancements in global mobility by delivering
Aftermarket Product Engineer, Tenneco DRiV EMEA Motorparts. “This
technology solutions for diversified global markets, including
exciting new technology eliminates the need to lose certain important
light vehicle, commercial truck, off-highway, industrial,
braking characteristics to achieve others. Now, our customers can
motorsport and the aftermarket.
enjoy the best of both worlds.”
Visit www.tenneco.com to learn more.
Fuse+ Technology pads extend the FERODO brand’s 125-year history
of game-changing innovation. FERODO in 1922 became the first
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GOOD PEOPLE
ENRICHING EXPERIENCES
FULFILLING LIVES
The driving forces behind AD Auto Total Romania
Some say the only time we should ever We pride ourselves, besides being the market leader, to be a
look back is to see how far we’ve come. game changer in today’s challenging and highly technological
We say our past defines our future.
car repair market. Every day, we are striving to raise the quality
standards of our services and create innovative tools that help
AUTO TOTAL
Looking back 27 years, when Auto Total was a the car repair professionals to stay competitive. Telematrix small team of 4 people and had only one brand in its portfolio, we a remote diagnostics system, developed on the latest
know we’ve come a long way.
available technology in machine-to-machine communication,
eOriginal.ro - the most advanced and intuitive online ordering
In 2007, we joined AD International with a staff of 250. Today, we are application on the Romanian market, or the Auto Total
a team of over 1.800 professionals, spread around the country in over School for Auto Mechanics, with over 10.000 training courses
80 local branches, with a portfolio that exceeds 700 brands from more delivered since its opening in 2008, are just a few examples.
than 300 suppliers. In addition, the AD Garage network reached 120
workshops this year.

But what brought us here? What lies beneath the numbers? What
is the driving force that lies behind a group of people working
together as a team toward a common goal? These days, we have
frequently questioned ourselves what our company’s set of guiding
principles and fundamental beliefs are and what do we actually do
for our colleagues, as well as our clients; what we are, and what
we want to achieve.

Going through this process we realized that at the very center of
our organizational culture lies a simple truth: we love what we do,
surrounded by good, quality people.
Because, at the end of the day, it’s not about products, it’s about
people. It’s not about sales, it’s about enriching experiences. It’s
not about company growth, it’s about fulfilled lives.
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G AT E S I N T R O D U C E S N E W
R A N G E O F VA R I A B L E VA LV E
TIMING SOLENOIDS
LUXEMBOURG CITY, Gates (NYSE:
GTES), a leading global provider
of application-specific fluid power
and power transmission solutions,
has expanded its range of solutions for timing belt drive
systems for cars throughout the EMEA region, with the
addition of OE-quality Variable Valve Timing Solenoids
(VVTS).
The VVTS plays a key engine management role in modern internal
combustion engines by monitoring and adjusting the opening and
closing of valves inside the camshaft. The result is smoother idling and
acceleration across a wider range of RPMs. It contributes to greater
fuel economy and lower levels of emissions.

Added Value and Sales Opportunities
Indicators that a VVTS is failing include increased fuel consumption, rough
idling, poor acceleration and subsequently, a warning light. Fault diagnosis
and fitting a replacement are relatively straightforward procedures for
professional mechanics. Consequently, little technical support is required.
Gates distributors can add value and increase their competitive edge
by offering these competitively priced OE quality replacement VVTS
units alongside the PowerGrip range of Timing Belts and Timing Belt
Kits. Garage customers will benefit from a single source for all timing
belt drive system related products.
Technical details and specifications are available online via www.
gatestechzone.com and a technical webinar series addresses related
installation issues.

About Gates Industrial Corporation plc

Gates new VVTS range serves as an ideal complement to the extensive
range of Gates PowerGrip® Timing Belts and Timing Belt Kit solutions
already available for synchronous belt drive systems.
The initial range of 53 VVTS part numbers will cover vehicles
manufactured in the US, Europe and Asia. The full list of applications
includes cars built between 1995-2020 from: Audi, BMW, Chevrolet,
Chrysler, Dodge, Honda, Hyundai, Jaguar, Jeep, Kia, Land Rover, Lexus,
Mazda, Mercedes-Benz, Mini, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Opel, Peugeot, Seat,
Skoda, Toyota, Volvo and VW.
Gates has also included popular applications from the Audi range, such
as A3, Q3 and TT. BMW examples include 118i, 218i, 318i, X1, x3, 225e/
MINI Cooper and MINI One. Model ranges from Nissan include Micra,
Juke and Qashqai. Toyota models include Corolla and Camry; while
significant VW references are Beetle, EOS, Golf, Passat and Tiguan.
New applications are continuously being researched and developed, and
further extensions to the VVTS range will be added later in the year.
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Gates is a global manufacturer of innovative, highly
engineered power transmission and fluid power solutions.
Gates offers a broad portfolio of products to diverse
replacement channel customers, and to original equipment
manufacturers as specified components. For more than a
century, Gates has pushed the boundaries of materials science
to engineer products that exceed expectations in many
sectors of the industrial and consumer markets. Our products
play essential roles in a diverse range of applications across a
wide variety of end markets including industrial on-highway,
industrial off-highway, mobility and recreation, automotive,
energy and resources as well as diversified industrial. Our
products are sold in more than 30 countries across our four
commercial regions: the Americas; Europe, Middle East &
Africa; Greater China; and East Asia & India. More about Gates
can be found at www.gates.com.

A N E X PA N D I N G S E G M E N T –
T H E L I G H T CO M M E R C I A L
VEHICLES MARKET

These days, light commercial
vehicles (LCV) are an integral
part of our everyday lives. All kinds of LCV are more in demand
than ever before. With an estimated annual growth of eight
percent, LCV represent the fastest-growing vehicle segment
and are the backbone of the commercial transport business.
And the trend here is for even more growth, as the popularity
of online business continues to grow rapidly. Customers
expect even faster delivery right to their front door.

is developed and tested by Schaeffler engineers in line with the most
stringent quality standards. The experts of the Automotive Aftermarket
division at Schaeffler always have the customer benefit in mind when
it comes to developing new repair solutions. Schaeffler’s latest wheel
bearing repair solution for light commercial vehicles demonstrates
this: a single Generation 1 FAG WheelSet for front and rear axles of
the popular models Peugeot Boxer, Iveco Daily, Fiat Ducato, Citroën
Jumper, Renault Master, Opel Movano and Nissan NV400. This new
repair solution enables customers to cover a large LCV parc with only
one article number (713 6911 50). The FAG Wheel Set offers advantages
Schaeffler’s Automotive Aftermarket division has been offering for dealers, garages and fleet operators as it contains all relevant parts
repair solutions for LCV for years and is refining its portfolio for the in OE quality for a highly professional and safe repair job.
commercial transport environment. The comprehensive “Vehicle For further information on Schaeffler’s offer for light
Solutions” approach from Schaeffler always looks at the complete commercial vehicles in the automotive aftermarket, please visit
vehicle with the target of maximizing mileage and to keep repair https://aftermarket.schaeffler.com
time to a minimum. That’s why the company offers vehicle-specific
complete solutions for the transmission, engine, and chassis of today
most common models. The LCV segment offers ideal conditions for
distributors to position themselves as experts for this constantly
growing additional business.

Spotlight on FAG WheelSet:
By experts, for experts

As a leading developer of technical innovations with 130 years of
bearing expertise, Schaeffler prides itself on an uncompromising
approach to quality: Every element of Schaeffler’s FAG wheel bearings
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ADI KORTENBERG
IS READY TO
WELCOME YOU!
For almost 2 years Covid has kept the number of visitors in the ADI office rather low, in
fact almost at zero. During this period we were forced to resort to online sessions and have
meanwhile become experts in it but... with the new year coming up just ahead we decided it
was time to anticipate the return to normal business life.

Manuel Van Royen
Managing Director

The relative calm during the Covid period did give us the opportunity to redesign our office,
and we sincerely hope that the new look and feel will give you the final “push” needed to face
the remaining covid restrictions and meet us in real life in the ADI Headquarters!
For the upcoming Festive Season, the new Team sends you thanks and appreciation for the
past year and looks forward to welcoming you “live” in 2022!

Rutger Devoldere
VP Partner and Supplier Relations

Petra Vanfroyenhoven
Marketing Director

Johan Dupont
Business Intelligence Manager

Ingrid Struys
Office Manager
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Anne Carels
Marketing Assistant

